White Paper

Information management
the key that unlocks the value of IT

Organizations depend increasingly on information and information
technology but many fall desperately short on getting the most out of
their considerable investments. Either they’re not taking advantage of
IT to innovate their business models or they’re running significant risks
to ‘business as usual’. It always seems to boils down to the inability of
the business and IT to work together. There’s usually something amiss
with politics, responsibilities, funding, processes or capabilities. This
applies to both the demand side (business) and supply side (IT).
This publication addresses business IT alignment – or integration –
from the perspective of information management. It offers an analysis
of the situation, four easily recognizable archetypes and guidance by
way of success and failure factors, and interventions.

Paul Wilkinson and Mark Smalley, 9 May 2012
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A sorry state of affairs
Bad news. Business IT alignment is seriously under par. Professor
Jerry Luftman of the Stevens Institute in New York confirmed this in
his recent research in Trends in Business & IT 2012/13. Based on
findings from 472 global organizations as researched by the Society of
Information Management together with many global academic leaders,
the global pop 5 IT management concerns were:
• Business & IT productivity
• Business and IT alignment
• Business agility and speed to market
• Business process management and reengineering
• IT reliability and efficiency
And the business isn’t happy. As researched by Forrester in their
Business Decision Maker Survey Q4 2011, 79% of forward-looking
business executives said that technology will be key source of
innovation and 71% that it will that it will be competitive differentiator.
The bas news is that 46% said that their IT organization is not well
positioned to meet needs and 41% that it is overly bureaucratic. More
Forrester research reported that only 15% of IT leaders said they were
aligned, whilst 80% of business managers stated the importance of IT
in delivering value in terms of lowering costs, improving productivity,
acquiring and retaining customers.
The drive for improved business productivity and reengineered
processes enabled by IT, coupled with the need for rapid deployment
using agile development approaches, places increasing pressure on IT
service management capabilities. This concern is confirmed by the fifth
place ranking: ‘IT reliability and efficiency’. As ITIL 2011 quite rightly
declares, “IT service management is becoming a strategic asset”.
As for the role of the CIO, Tim Theriault, CIO of Walgreens and
member of the CIO Hall of Fame: “You have to be multifaceted and
your political instincts have to be aligned with those of the business
leaders so they will accept your input". This clearly denotes that IT is
about business value, business terminology and business empathy.
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MBA spoken
Investment in IT generates business benefits. Better, faster, more
dependable functionality. Supporting new business, customer
experience, operational excellence and lower risks. Improving revenue
and lowering costs. Generating profit.
Unfortunately, IT often can’t seem to get past saying that they “solved
a vulnerability that could allow arbitrary code to run when a
maliciously modified file is opened”.
The ‘benefits logic’ below illustrates how IT should translate its
initiatives into business terminology and bridge the gap with the users.
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Information management headache
A recent survey by the Corporate Executive Board revealed that 39%
of CIOs will be investing in information management in 2012. Why is
this? If we look at the top four trends in the research above we can
see why. These trends imply a clear growth in the importance of IT as
a business enabler. This, coupled with the explosion in disruptive
technologies and the demand they create is causing an information
management headache for many organizations. It becomes
increasingly important to ensure the information can be captured,
accessed and used quickly, securely and reliably to realize business
demands and at the same time manage business risks. However
simply throwing frameworks of best practices such as BiSL, ASL and
ITIL at the challenge will not solve the situation.
But what is information management (IM)? Many organizations and
countries around the world use different definitions or none at all. The
Queensland Government is Australia uses "Information management is
the means by which an organization efficiently plans, collects,
organizes, uses, controls, disseminates and disposes of its information,
and through which it ensures that the value of that information is
identified and exploited to the fullest extent." This clearly positions
information management on the demand side because it refers to "an
organization" and "its information". Note that "its information" can also
refer to use of another party's information.
BiSL (Business Information Services Library) is the latest framework to
get onto the radar of IT decision makers and those in the business who
recognize and appreciate the opportunities and the risks. Although the
framework has been around for almost a decade in the Netherlands, it
is now gaining attention and APMG is offering BiSL related global
accreditation and certification. Why is it gaining attention? It is the
most comprehensive set of guidance to address the information
management headache. It is precisely this lack of a structured and
solid approach to this area that is one of the reasons business & IT
alignment has been a continual top 10 issue for CIO’s in the previous
decade. Throwing ITIL in all its manifestations, together with a good
pinch of COBIT still isn’t going to help address this critical capability.
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BiSL
BiSL is a missing piece of the alignment
jigsaw puzzle,, but can only be successful
when accompanied by a conscious
approach to dealing with issues related to
attitude, behavior and culture (ABC).
Luftman: “ABC is fundamental to
Business –IT
IT alignment. It is not about
aligning IT to the business or aligning
with the business,
iness, it is about aligning IT and the business. Alignment is
about ensuring the right behaviors and mechanisms are shared and
adopted. It is a culture that recognizes the need for a continuous
process of harmony, not a one
one-time
time exercise. It is a relationship
relations
based
upon a mutual understanding, mutual respect, and a shared vision on
the future of the business and how IT enables and drives that future.”
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BiSL addresses the demand-side responsibilities with respect to (1)
managing information as used in business processes and (2) managing
IT services from a demand perspective, as summarized in the column
‘information’ in the table below.

Business
Direction Determine value
of information
(technology)
Determine
responsibilities
Change Formulate and
prioritize
informational
needs

Operation Use information
(systems)

DEMAND SUPPLY
Information
Information
technology
Balance corporate Ensure use of
and divisional
appropriate
needs
technology

Identify business
improvements by
better use of
information
Engage IT to
realize the
automated part of
information
systems
Provide the nonautomated part
Ensure quality of
information
provisioning
Support and guide
users in effective
use
Ensure data
quality
Interface with IT
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Offer options for
realization of
requirements
Provide new and
changed
functionality
Ensure quality of
systems

Provide
dependable
systems
Provide technical
support

Four archetypes
We have seen many organizations
adopting, deploying and struggling with IM
and see 4 clear types of approaches. We
have divided IM into the highly original
categorization of type A, B, C and D.
In type A organizations IM is the full
responsibility of IT management. In other
words it either gets dumped into the lap of
IT as the business denies have anything to
do with it, or IT claims it from its position
of ‘superiority’: “Leave it to us. We know
all about IT.”

In type B, IM is positioned at the business
side but has no direct formalized
relationship or processes into IT. This
usually results in new information related
initiatives being thrown over the wall to IT.
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Type C is like B but there is a role of CIO
to try and align the two areas. The CIO
then becomes stuck in the middle of
having to fulfill all the business demands
while at the same time managing the
ongoing spaghetti of systems, and with
reduced resources. The business side IM
roles have an unclear relationship between
the business and the CIO. The business
thinks it has done enough to leave it to the
CIO to now make it happen, and the CIO
has an army of technoids behind him, or
her, who he, or she, is trying to make
more business and customer focused.

In D, the last archetype, IM is positioned in
the business organization and shares
processes with IT. In this type of
organization the IM roles are more
formalized at strategic, tactical and
operational levels. Often with small
pockets of business and IT projects
realizing business value and embedding
the results in the business.
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Marriage guidance
As yet we haven’t met many organizations that have fully embedded
this in all business units. One organization is having a good go at it.
They have merged the
he business operational excellence unit with its
business
usiness analysts and business change managers, with the IT
organization.
rganization. All IT projects become business projects and all business
projects have IT built in from the start. The business analysts and
business roles start infecting IT people with business terminology and
continually remind IT people about business goals,
goals, drivers, strategy,
value and realization.
It seems that in some organizations IT is more mature and wants the
business to get involved and take its role in governing
overning IT seriously. In
some organizations the Business is more
mature and wants to realize
realiz the strategic
value of IT but has a club of technoids and
technogeeks who have too little
understanding of the business. Unfortunately
many, many IT organizations fall in this
category as can be concluded by the fact that
‘IT has too little understanding of business
impact and priority’ and ‘IT is too internally
focused’ are still two of the high scoring ABC
(Attitude, Behavior, Culture) worst practices
chosen in global surveys. Whilst on the
business side ‘everything
verything has the highest
priority’ and ‘too little
ittle business involvement
in requirements specification and testing’
score high. The five of clubs summarizes the
current situation.
BiSL is certainly a framework that the marriage guidance counselor
above could use to help develop that mutual understand
understanding and
mutual willingness to accept joint responsibility for solving the issue.
The question is who is going to play the marriage guidance counselor
role?
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How to fail
We discussed the status of information management with a number of
industry experts in the Netherlands. We had these experts and a
number of business managers participate in a business simulation
game ‘BookStore’ to explore critical success and failure factors
associated with information management. These are our findings, with
special thanks to Machteld Meijer (MAISE), Mark Smalley (ASL BiSL
Foundation), Lex Hendriks (EXIN), Rene Sieders (The Lifecycle
Company), and Remko van der Pols (The Lifecycle Company and lead
author of BiSL). The analysis is broken down into the four archetypes.
Failure factors A:
•

•

There is no concept of demand and supply between business and
IT. IM is not a formally recognized term for supplier
management or IT support!
IT takes too much responsibility for the quality of information
(variant: IT has too little knowledge of the business but is the
key decision maker in IT projects).

Some issues in putting information management into practice lies in
the fact that some organizations do not define it at all other than
information management is a bit like IT management but with a fancy
new name. Alternatively, information management is sometimes
defined as a range of activities to manage information systems (in IT)
from a managerial perspective. Usually this is also a situation where
business and IT do not think in terms of demand and supply. This
results either in too much/little responsibility for IT and/or lack of
awareness in the business of what managing information and
information systems could do for business processes, and even more
worrying, not understanding the risks to the business if information
management isn’t effective. Obviously IT can contribute to the quality
of information on its systems and IT can take measures to protect it,
but the business is accountable for the information (and its use) and
responsible for defining what the flow of information should be. If this
is not effectively performed it may result in businesses not getting
information in a timely fashion, or getting inaccurate, incomplete
information or excessive development costs in overlapping systems
and systems that may not be able to share information.
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Failure factors B:
• Information management has too little knowledge of how to
specify requirements.
• Users keep on adding new functionality requirements (projects
are never finished).
• Management is not (enough) in control of the number of change
requests and changing requirements.
In situations where information management is a formal role or
function and defined as responsible for all demands from the business,
and is also part of the business organization, information management
usually does not have a lot of direct influence over IT. These
information management organizations tend to do what the business
asks them to do, but it is primarily one-way traffic. They don’t engage
or enter a dialogue (enough). Often there are no formalized process
interfaces into IT. Engagement and hand-over is done by the project
organization.
Failure factors C:
• IM is not aware of with whom to talk in their own organization.
• Operational requirements of roles in the demand organization
aren’t taken into consideration when and where policy is made,
e.g. formally appointed key-users (PAUL, IS THIS AN EXAMPLE
WHAT YOU MEANT?).
• Strengths and weaknesses in the information flow from source to
business process are overlooked by policymakers.
• IM policy is incoherent/disjointed.
• There is no timely translation of IM policy to everyday practice
and projects.
Some organizations have a clearly defined and positioned IM function.
Organizations that run into the issues mentioned above focus too
much on the managerial approach to IM. This results in a lack of
alignment between long term strategy and daily operations.
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Failure factors D:
• Unclear who is responsible and/or accountable for which
Information systems.
• Lack of clarity about timeliness in the communication with IT
about planned changes in the business.
Organizations where IM encompasses both demand and supply don’t
have many of the issues mentioned under A, B and C, but they tend to
be vague in their ‘internal’ communication. Internal is meant here in
the sense that both demand and supply are part of IM. Processes are
defined to include business and service provider. In the
implementation of these processes it is therefore important to clearly
appoint responsibility and accountability. A communication matrix
pointing out when to communicate about changes in IM may help out.
Further analysis
In addition to the specific point that relate to the four archetypes,
there are various generic factors causing the information management
headache. Taking the bull by the horns and starting off with politics,
there’s often a power problem: either the business or IT dominates the
relationship with the other party assuming the ineffective but
satisfying role of victim. In other words there isn’t a clear business-like
demarcation and acceptance of demand and supply responsibilities. A
second potential problem is that the demand responsibilities haven’t
been organized: no responsibility for articulating the needs, no
processes that describe how various parties interact, no training in
information management. Next is funding – who foots the bill? If IT
(supply) controls the budget, how is the business (demand) going to
play its role? Often the activities haven’t been described, so even if
people are aware of their high-level responsibilities, there’s confusion
about who does what and when. So processes are needed. These must
leave room for professional judgment in order to fine-tune the actions
to the specific situation, while at the same time being predictable. And
finally capabilities: business domain knowledge, business empathy,
service attitude, experience in the IM domain, technical skills. These
factors – politics, responsibilities, funding, processes or capabilities –
deserve analysis before moving on to solving the problem.
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How to succeed
The following is a generic list of success factors for effectively adopting
and deploying information management as a strategic capability.
• Positioning information management as a part of the business
and as a client for IT. IM is not a part of or an extension of IT!
• IM requires specific knowledge, such as information analysis.
Generic expertise as a process consultant is not enough. The
value of IM should be pointed out to the business and IT.
• IM should be staffed with people that have a deep understand of
the business. Rarely does IT have business empathy as a core
competence!
• Using best practice frameworks such as BiSL is “a good starting
point and a terrible place to stop!” All of these frameworks have
to be carefully applied and adopted by the organizations
involved.
• Business needs a core competency of ‘demand articulation’, to
make clear their requirements and needs and IT must develop a
core competency of ‘demand acceptance’ and the ability to make
business cases for IT investments. Both must have mature
capabilities for IM to be effective.
• The need for formalized, defined and agreed roles for information
manager, information analyst and functional system manager
with clear relationships with business roles and IT service
management roles.
• IT needs to have insight into the business strategy and what is
coming in the pipeline.
• Business needs to be involved in requirements specification and
testing to make sure the IT solutions are aligned with the
business processes and the goals to be achieved.“
• Application management and infrastructure management need to
work more tactically, understanding what is in the pipeline and
planning the changes rather than operational support activities.
• The IT manager needs to be able to act more on the strategic
alignment than at the operational level. Make internal processes
effective so that the IT manager can focus on the strategic issues
and positioning emerging technologies.
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The good, the bad and the bottom line
A good example of some of these success factors is to be found at the
Dutch Police Force where IM is (partly) staffed with people that had
also worked as a police officer.
A bad example of (a lack of) demand articulation is the often heard:
“Well, I don’t understand IT so you just give me what I need!’”
An important element of success is making clear who will decide in the
end. A CIO can advise the business. This person may even be part of
the board of directors of a company. But ultimately the CEO will be
accountable for all business matters and therefore choose to do what
is good for business taking all stakeholders into account. This is one of
the reasons that ‘Information Governance’ is also a term that is
becoming increasingly used. In other words the need for effective
governance and decision-making structures relating to information and
its management.
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Interventions
So what practical measures can you take? Here are some suggestions.
• Conduct a quick scan on your IM capabilities. A good way to
create awareness for this crucial role is to ask the business
whether they have answers to the following questions. If they
don’t, they’re probably not in control.
o How much do our information systems cost and is that
normal?
o What do the users want?
o What do the users think about the information systems
o Can I answer most of the users questions?
o What does the business want, today, tomorrow and next
year?
o How much budget is available?
o Am I paying a competitive price?
o Do I act as (or on behalf of) the system owner?
o Do we have clear agreements with the IT department and
other parties?
• Conduct a full blown assessment of the IM processes, based on
the BiSL framework.
• Follow the BookStore simulation with business and IT
representatives.
• A day at the office – get IT people to understand what their
customer actually does!
• Experience ABC for ICT
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